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How To Identify Opportunities
GEOGRAPHICALLY
INDUSTRY BASED TRENDS
NICHE FOCUSED
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
VALUE PROPOSITIONS
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
DISTRESSED ASSETS
UNDERSERVED AREAS
CONSOLIDATION

Recognizing key value propositions is a key factor that
has helped us achieve success in this sector, and to
become a M&A Advisory firm to the lower middle
market and SMB space.
We dig in to understand the company’s operational
model in order to properly address lenders, suitors,
accountants, attorneys and diligence teams.
Our leverage is in our flexibility in deal-structuring,
different people have different motivations but each
road leads to the same destination of closing deals,
providing value and making money.
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Perspective
PICKING A STRUCTURE THAT WORKS FOR THEM

Connecting the buyer and seller is a small part of what we do. Keeping the
client informed and updated is important. While a lot of the work associated
with the process of selling a business occurs in the background, we work with
clients on an ongoing basis to keep them satisfied of the process, outcome
and the time in between.
We come up with a deal structure that works with their short and long-term
goals. This may include a down payment, revenue based finance and lines of
credit to purchase a business using a leverage buyout strategy.

What does the owner really want?
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Due Dilligence
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VERIFY REVENUE

APPRAISE ASSETS

CALCULATE LIABILITIES

AUDITS & INSURANCE

Bank statements,
merchant processors,
commissions, sales,
recurring revenue is
addressed to get an
understanding of where
the money is coming
from and if it is scalible.

Tangible and intangible
assets are based on
market value. Here we
find what we can
leverage to increase
funding sources and
working capital.

Finding area's of the
business where
expenses can be
reduced, understanding
inconsistencies, working
capital crunch points and
overall cost of doing
business.

Principles of accounting,
GAAP, Defining reporting
and requirements. By
making the company
bankable or in better
standing we make the
deal more attractive to
investors and new
owners.

What's the
actual worth?

Valuations
We assist business owners with the process of preparing the business
for sale, including any help necessary on the creation and analyzation
of financial models to match market valuation and work on ensuring all
financials and forward projections are clean and ready for market
analysis and review.
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We prepare all teasers, pitch decks, executive summaries and
offering memorandums, as needed, for our clients. We use a
systematic approach to providing only the necessary data to
prospective buyers to interest them, not to bore them. We take input
from our clients when creating this collateral, and through this
collaboration, provide an in-depth, but only high level, analysis of the
company that highlights the company’s value propositions.
CALCULATIONS BASED ON MARKET VALUE
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DSR (Debt-to- Service Ratio)
WHAT WE CAN AFFORD

Using the revenue and net cashflow we service the debt of the
transaction while still growing the business.

Negotiations

SELLER FINANCING
ENABLING FUTURE GROWTH
Seller financing allows for a smaller down payment and does not leave the
new owner or investor strapped for cash.

TERMS OF AGREEMENT
HOW THE PREVIOUS OWNER WILL GET PAID OUT
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Negotiations occur at many different times during the M&A process,
including when formulating the LOI, when discussing risk profiles found
during diligence, when the definitive agreements are being drafted and
when debt and equity providers are active in the background.
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Retention Strategy
2x to 5x

Current

7x to 10x

Post- Acquisition

UNDERSTANDING OUR DIFFERENCE, A WIN-WIN
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More profitable long term if the business was sold later on. We provide valuation
incentives for example, earn-outs, warrants, options and higher equity multiples are
what the previous owner has to look forward to while at the same time it motivates
them to grow the business for a better return for investors or the new owner/ exit.

Adding C-Suite

Positioning
Business analysts work with organisations to help them improve
their processes and systems. They conduct research and
analysis in order to come up with solutions to business
problems and help to introduce these systems to businesses
and their clients.
We onboard experienced executives, structure leadership,
management, improve technology and add partners to improve
net margins to implement a solution prone for scalability. With
our team in place we increase market share, revenue and
overall valuation.
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IT'S ABOUT HAVING THE RIGHT TEAM & PLAN
OF ACTION!
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Build & Grow

One-Stop-Shop

Growth Through Integrations

Growth Through Expansion

We can offer a percentage of equity of the add-on
acquisitions to the owner and investors using the
platform company so in essence they can be a part
of the growth without being the one shouldering
the responsibility, as we hold majority equity and
voting power.

Previous owner can take advantage of the upside of our
team managing the company. This can include increases
in revenue distributed through rev share agreements,
dividends, bonuses etc. As long as the min requirements
and cashflow to operate both expansion and the
financing of the acquisition are met the previous owner
and investors have a lot to gain.

Growth Models

Example

You are an entrepreneur that is looking to gain an additional revenue stream!
$50k liquid cash for purchase and a 720+ Fico personal credit score
You have identified that you want to buy a trucking company and the min amount of
net cash flow you would like is $300k a year.

We identify a company that fits your parameters
We draft the offering and structure the deal using our network and capital sources.
We assist in additional capital to purchase the company between $50k to $100k
The company is bought for $1M, You put down $50k of your capital, $50k from the
business line of credit that our company provided making a total of $100k down or
10% of the purchase price. 10% of the purchase is seller financed and the remaining
balance is financed using the SBA for 6% interest rate over 7 years.
You can factor in additional working capital into the loan obtain using the seller
financing.
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Transition
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DURING THE PROCESS THE OWNER IS BOUGHT OUT
During the sale process, at various times during the stage of the deal,
money may need to exchange hands, from deposits to holdbacks to
escrow. We connect our clients to experts in the space to assist with the
flow of funds in each deal to ensure they are done timely and correctly.
liquidation period, ownership value at the time of sale, amount of time postacquisition and average rate of return are all things to consider when
drafting paperwork and providing a clear way to buy out owners.
Target areas, milestones, and strategic plays are addressed early on before
increasing market dominance and executing the acquisition.

Predetermined capped value for letting go of ownership
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Auction Off
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SOLD TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER

The company can be listed on Auctions sites and sold with min reserves
in place. Creative deal structuring allows us to negotiate a higher return
then what we first purchased the business for.

Exit
Strategies

Piece by Piece
SELLING ASSETS

locations or parts of the business are sold individual as other
opportunities in the market emerage. These new acqured funds can be
used to buy back shares or partners from past businesses.

Get Acquired
"ROLL UP" ACQUISITION STRATEGY

The business is bought by a larger company in the same vertical or by a
competitor. Reverse mergers are a great way to take the company
public and to increase the overall valuation. Consolidation etc.

Making
M&A
Simple
Acquisition Strategy
Valuations
Deal Structuring
Corporate Restructuring
Equity Raises
JV Agreements
Implementation
Integration
Advisory
Debt Financing
Sales & Marketing
Operations
Tax Strategy
Asset Management

FOR QUESTIONS OR
COMMENTS

Contact Information

PHONE NUMBER

(626) 472-8901

EMAIL ADDRESS

Jesse@zigr.io

LINKEDIN

Linkedin.com/in/jessemauck

WEBSITE

Https://zigr.io

